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ABSTRACT 

 

 
 

During this globalization era, many machines and electrical devices have been created or upgraded 

into a better version to make people feel more comfortable and ease their work. An ice cream 

machine with dispenser is developed according to the market demand. Due to difficulties to freeze 

the ice cream and store the toppings, this project aims to fabricate an ice cream machine with 

dispenser that can freeze the ice cream less than overnight by using Peltier as cooling element. The 

cooling element is powered by power supply AC to DC because it is more efficient and easier. This 

project obtains to design, analyses and fabricate an ice cream machine with dispenser that can save 

more time and easy to dispense the toppings. To conclude, this machine will give benefits to many 

people.
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 
In Malaysia, ice cream is a multi-billion-pound market that is generally 

recession-proof and truly customer-oriented. It is often a treat and always a celebration 

as people buy ice cream. These days, artisanal ice cream shops can be found almost 

everywhere, fulfilling a craving that is almost difficult to resist on hot days while still 

adding a variety of innovative flavours that will confound even the most seasoned 

dessert connoisseur. A simple cup of ice cream is always delish and go-to for everyone 

but embellish it with one or two of the toppings will bring the swagger. 

This project tends to help people who own a cafe that sells ice cream or for 

personal use. The ice cream machine function to process soft-serve ice cream using two 

dispensers that can fill up the toppings and syrup. Other than that, it helps people to be 

more organized and systematic for their stall or at home. It does help the customer to 

save their money from buying 2 machines separately which are an ice cream machine 

and dispenser. It is also suitable for beginners who are planning to start their ice cream 

business. What differs from this product and the others this ice cream machine is an 

innovation from the ordinary ice cream machine but improvised to make life easier 

and organized. Also, might help people who consists fast, neat, less work and easy to 

work on. 

 
1.2 Problem Statement 

 
  Many of the ice cream machines in the market only can make ice cream. 

Hence, they need to buy other types of machines for their toppings. In addition, the 

customer needed to wait for a long time to scoop the ice cream. Also, the if the user is 

the seller of ice cream, they may have some problems such as tired to roll the ice 

cream, messy when putting on the topping, take time to roll then put the topping on if 

they have many customers. The user needed to pay for a high cost to buy a both 

machines which are ice cream and dispenser. 




